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Pray.Pray.
Trust. Trust. 

Surrender.Surrender. 
THE LORD’S  
IN CHARGE.

JOHN ROMANOWSKY
Executive Director
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First-year executive directors—just like first-year 
students—expect to learn a lot in their first 

semester. But I don’t think any of us were expecting a 
semester quite like this.

October’s Covid-19 outbreak was not part of the plan. 
Nevertheless, looking back, we can see that the 
Lord makes “all things work for good for those who 
love God, who are called according to His purpose.” 
(Romans 8:28) 

I’d like to share three unexpected lessons for which I 
am especially grateful as a first-year executive director.

The first lesson was a gentle reminder of what it 
means to follow the “Little Way” of St. Thérèse.

I arrived at St. Therese in July to a warm welcome. 
Unfortunately, for that time of the year, enrollment 
numbers were extremely low. 

We worked hard to spread the good news about 
St. Therese. But what struck me was the confidence 
of the staff. The message? Pray. Trust. Surrender. The 
Lord’s in charge.

One month later, we had 47 students enrolled, more 
than ever before.

The second lesson wasn’t as gentle. A new wave of 
Covid forced us to try to create a safe “bubble” for 
our students. In true St. Therese style, the restrictions 
didn’t dampen the joy, laughter, and music that filled 
the halls in September. (I might be biased, this being 
my first year, but our students are the most impressive 
young Catholics I’ve ever met.)

Then, just as orientation was wrapping up, the devious 
Delta variant found its way inside. Over half our 
students got sick. Almost everyone had to quarantine 
for two weeks. b
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Turning into a “hospital” overnight and caring for over 
two dozen students in self-isolation and sick with 
Covid was almost impossible. Our little institute just 
isn’t staffed up and resourced to handle crises like 
this. How did everyone St. Therese respond?

Pray. Trust. Surrender. The Lord’s in charge.

As before, He provided for us, each step of the way.

We are grateful no one became seriously ill. 
Everyone cared for one 
another with compassion and 
courage. Each difficult “duty 
of the moment” came with 
the grace to carry it out. Many 
friends stepped forward to 
help. Bishop Mark celebrated 
a safe, outdoor Mass for the 
students during the outbreak. 
His presence and pastoral 
care encouraged and lifted 
the students’ spirits when 
they needed it most.

We also felt the full financial impact of this pandemic. 
Facing Covid-related losses of up to $130,000, we 
turned to you for help. You proved once again that 
we are not alone in this beautiful work. I’m happy and 
grateful to report that we reached our goal!

We still have many challenges ahead. The pandemic 
is not yet over. The demand for our program is 
growing and the Lord is inviting us to respond. But 
now, with your prayers and generous support, we are 
filled with confidence for the future. On behalf of our 
students and staff, thank you! We simply could not do 
this without you.

Now I come to the third lesson, one that is ongoing, 
and perhaps the most important.

Trying to deal with this pandemic is extremely 
complex. Many remain confused, conflicted, 
anxious, and frustrated. Divisions have arisen in our 
communities, churches, even families. On a human 
level, we are no different here at St. Therese.

However, and much more importantly, we are not 
alone: the Lord is with us. At the Last Supper, Jesus 
prayed that “they may all be one, as you, Father, are 
in me and I in you, that they also may be in us, that 

the world may believe that 
you sent me.” (John 17:21) 
How will Jesus’s prayer be 
answered in us this year?

Pray. Trust. Surrender.  
The Lord’s in charge.

Finally, when this pandemic 
passes, it will be time to 
build. Each year, the Lord 
is sending more and more 
students. With expectant 
faith, we have already begun 
to respond.

First, we have begun to invest in the tools and talent 
to proclaim the good news of St. Therese from the 
digital mountaintops, including a new website due to 
launch in early 2022.

Second, later this year, we are diving into a strategic 
planning process to discern how the Lord is calling 
St. Therese to meet the growing need in the world 
for our program.

We are a humble, hidden corner of the Lord’s 
vineyard. How can we embrace such a daunting 
task to form tomorrow’s Catholic leaders, mothers, 
fathers, priests, and religious? With your help, we’ll 
do it as we always have:

Pray. Trust. Surrender. The Lord’s in charge.

“All things work 
for good for those 
who love God, who 
are called according 

to His purpose.” 
Romans 8:28

] ] Bishop Mark Hagemoen celebrates Mass outside on the St. Therese grounds Bishop Mark Hagemoen celebrates Mass outside on the St. Therese grounds 
during the Covid outbreak. during the Covid outbreak.  Photo by James Riley Photo by James Riley
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The Spirit of Unity at St Therese

I’ve always considered Psalm 133 to be one of the 
feel-good psalms. I’ve never read it deeply. Perhaps 

it’s the odd images of a greasy beard and mountain 
dew that prevented me from penetrating this passage 
of scripture. However, recently in prayer something (or 
Someone!) prompted me to look more closely.

The reference to Aaron and oil calls to mind the 
Exodus and priestly consecration; it reminds me of 
my own freedom from sin and consecration in Christ. 
The dew from the holy mountain – headwaters of 
the Jordan River and a place of encounter with God 
– calls to mind the manna which appeared with the 
dew, and the prayer of the Mass in which the Holy 
Spirit is invoked upon the gifts “like the dewfall.” 
Every detail of the psalm points to the Holy Spirit. 
The last line drives the point home: unity is the work 
of the Lord and Giver of Life, who is the Holy Spirit!

My cursory reading of Psalm 133 belies an all-
too-common misconception that unity arises from 
choices to get along and be agreeable, or worse, 
to only identify with those of like mind. This is an 
error of self-reliance, because only receiving the 
Holy Spirit in surrender to God grants the bond of 
peace, as the Catholic Catechism states (cf. CCC 
813). In the Holy Spirit, we Christians draw life from 

the primordial communion of 
love that is the Trinity. All human 
communion, in fact, springs from 
this Well.

Reflecting upon Psalm 133, I 
realize how little I and my fellow 
humans draw from this Well and 
cooperate with this Grace. We 
are experiencing an increasing 
lack of unity in our lives. A real threat of conflict 
is appearing within our hearts, our homes, our 
churches, and our communities. Yet, I also realize 
that where tremendous problems exist, there exist 
tremendous opportunities for hearts open to the 
Holy Spirit (cf. CCC 2843).

St Therese is a microcosm of the church. We are a 
community striving for unity (cf. John 13:34, 17:21), 
yet plagued with potential for division: divergent 
opinions and convictions, differing experiences, 
deep emotional pain and suffering, sensitivities to 
judgement and hurt, confusion, fears, and anxieties. 
It is only the abiding presence of the Holy Spirit in 
our hearts that has helped us not only thrive in the 
recent Covid-caused crisis, but has strengthened our 
unity. I pray that this may be a witness to the world: 
young people growing in peace, love, and joy in a 
uniquely challenging time (1 Tim. 4:12).

So, it is with a sense of reverent wonder at the 
work of the Spirit within the St Therese community 
that I return with renewed hope in the promise of 
Psalm 133 to pray for an ever-fresh outpouring of 
the Holy Spirit into my heart and this communion at 
St Therese. May it continue to be a sign and song 
of harmony amidst the discord of our hurting world: 
“Come, Holy Spirit, fill the hearts of Your faithful and 
kindle in them the fire of your love…”

How good and how pleasant it is,
when brothers [and sisters] live in unity!

It is like precious oil upon the head,
running down upon the beard,

  running down upon Aaron’s beard,
upon the collar of his robes;

Like the dew of Hermon, which runs down
on the mountains of Sion.

For there the LORD bestows his blessing:
life forever.

Psalm 133

JIM ANDERSON — Director of Formation
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Is it just me, or has anyone else noticed that there’s 
an awful lot of division among people right now?

Yeah, I didn’t think it was just me. It’s a fairly pedestrian 
observation these days to point out that civil life in 
the year 2021 is increasingly characterized by intense 
polarization, by factions, by fracturing within families, 
friendships, institutions, all in a climate of intense 
emotion: anger, confusion, fear, judgment, contempt.

It’s not a pretty picture. Of course, much of this 
is around the intractable differences of opinion 
we find regarding Covid, the vaccines, and the 
mandates. After nearly two years of living with 
the constant stress of a global pandemic, people 
are worn a bit thin and the effects are playing out 
across many fronts.

Not least of these is the serious problem of 
division and discord and the consequent 
breakdown of relationships we see 
happening on all sides. I have no intention 
in this article of saying anything at all about 
the ‘issues’ driving the divisions – to jab or 
not to jab, to mandate or not to mandate, 
and so forth. 

For we Christians, the issue of division and breaking 
of relationships is, as a matter of objective fact, a more 
serious and urgent issue than the aforementioned 
issues bedevilling us all, grave as they are.

For Christians, the call to unity is rooted in the very heart 
of our faith commitment. For example: “Father, may they 
be one…   so that the world may know that you have 
sent me and have loved them even as you have loved 
me” (John 17:21-23); or: “A new commandment I give 
to you, that you love one another as I have loved you” 
(John 13:34); or again: “Make every effort to keep the 
unity of the Spirit through the bond of peace” (Eph 4:3). 

The call to unity, charity, and peace among the Christian 
community is hardly a tangential stream in Scripture and 
Tradition, but is at the very heart of ‘The Way’ that is 

Christ and his Gospel.

Well, what are we to do? When there are in fact 
serious disagreements about serious matters, 
what does unity mean? Where do we find it? 
Why is it so hard to get there?

What doesn’t seem to work are the following: 
belittling or insulting people; barraging people 
with articles and videos, so they finally ‘get it’; 

Principles for Principles for a Path to Unitya Path to Unity
FR DENIS LEMIEUX — Madonna House [ Gabi Achtem, Hannah Vaughan-Farrell,      Taryn Edmond, Zachary Lunghamer, Andrea Bator, Monica Henry, Josceline Florizone, Luc Montpetit, Emma Bullock and Kalista Nugent.  Photo by Francis Van Uden.
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emotional manipulation and guilt tripping; shunning. 
Somehow, unsurprisingly, these tactics succeed neither in 
fostering unity nor in persuading anyone about anything.

What are we to do, then? I have three principles to suggest, 
none of which solve the problems or make the hard things 
go away, but each of which provides a way to live through 
the turmoil, confusion, and division of our day, towards a 
place of deeper unity in Christ.

First, we need to show basic respect. 
There is no place in the Gospel 
Way for insults, belittling, treating 
other people and their sincerely 
held opinions with contempt. 
Nothing damages relationships 
more and impairs the ability to hear 
another point of view than when it 
is accompanied by sarcasm, snide 
remarks, or crudity.

Second, we need to prioritize the person over the issue. 
This gets tricky, as people often feel quite strongly that 
people on this or that side actually are endangering 
their own lives or the lives of others. The issue, in other 
words, seems to be about persons, what we owe them, 
what impact our choices have on others.

Nonetheless, when another human being is standing 
before us, the only Christian way to be is to love. And 
“Love is patient; love is kind; love is not envious or 
boastful or arrogant or rude. It does not insist on its 
own way; it is not irritable or resentful” (1 Cor 13: 4-5). 
In our dealings with one another in these fractious 
times, patience, kindness and forbearance will never 
steer us wrong.

Third, and by far most important, let’s 
find our unity in an earnest, shared 
desire to know and do the will of God. 
It may well be impossible to come to 
same opinions about Covid or a myriad 
of other issues that trouble us. But if 
you and I decide we both want God’s 
will, and we sincerely pray “thy will be 
done on earth as in heaven”, we may 
find that intractable differences fall 

away, and a path in love opens before us.

This is the challenge before everyone, before 
the community of St. Therese, before the whole 
Church at this time. Let us meet that challenge with 
confidence that God’s grace is not far from us, and in 
Him the victory is assured.

Principles for Principles for a Path to Unitya Path to Unity

For Christians, the 
call to unity 

is rooted in the 
very heart of our 

faith commitment. 

[ Gabi Achtem, Hannah Vaughan-Farrell,      Taryn Edmond, Zachary Lunghamer, Andrea Bator, Monica Henry, Josceline Florizone, Luc Montpetit, Emma Bullock and Kalista Nugent.  Photo by Francis Van Uden.



SUSANNAH ULRICH
   — First-Year Student

Before coming to St. Therese I was 
experiencing an identity crisis. I didn’t know 
my purpose, I didn’t know my worth. This 
closed me off to loving myself, as well as 
receiving and giving love to others. 

After two months of formation, I can 
confidently say my purpose and identity 
have been revealed thanks to the work of 
the Holy Spirit and the beautiful community 
surrounding me. My heart is opening to 
the love of the Father and my identity as a 
beloved daughter of God. Rooted in this truth, 

my heart is open to love and be loved 
by those around me. I have learned 
that I am not loved for what I do – I am 
loved for who I am. 

I have discovered, as St. Thérèse did, 
that my vocation is love; I am made 
by love, for love. Unifying in love with 
this community has been a great 
gift of healing. I am blessed to have 
experienced this after just a few months, 
and I praise God for the ways he will 
show me love in the months to follow.

[ Jerome Weiler, teaching the first-year 
Christian Morality class.

[ Alain-Marie Rodrigue, Beth Connelly, 
Taryn Edmond and Mandy Paul in class.

[ Monica Henry hands out treats to Vincent Dubé and her 
other classmates during her presentation.

Reflecting on the Student 
COMMUNITY LIFE

at St. Therese Institute
] Naomi Bangura, Hannah Vaughan-Farrell, Susannah Ulrich, Megan Hoyteniuk and Hannah Timmons at the nearby Our Lady of Mount Carmel shrine, Carmel, SK.
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AIDAN POWELL
   — First-Year Student

This summer, after talking with past students, I 
was filled with an overwhelming desire to attend 
St. Therese Institute. In a month’s time, God 
opened the doors – all I had to do was walk 
through. This experience taught me that God’s 
grace is sufficient, a lesson I need to remind 
myself of every day. 

The St. Therese community provides an 
atmosphere of affirmation and support where 
spiritual life flourishes. St. Therese’s way of life 
makes holiness attainable to anyone. I no longer view 
sanctity as a fantasy, but as something worth pursuing. 
Now when trials arise, they become an opportunity to 
turn to God’s unfailing grace. 

I have witnessed God speaking in the unity of 
truth, goodness, and beauty at St. Therese 
through classes, community, and prayer. 
The interconnectedness found between 
academics, community, and spirituality 
is frankly mind-blowing and a blessing to 
experience. 

At St. Therese we answer St. Paul’s call 
to pray without ceasing. Every moment is 

a moment of prayer – in work, study, play 
and praise. Accepting Jesus as a teacher, 

healer, savior, and friend has purified my heart and 
relationships. It is a thrill to strive for holiness, a 
journey which has just begun.

Before coming to St. Therese, I longed for 
friends who shared the same goal of deepening 
their relationship with Jesus. At home, while I 

had a few Catholic friends, I lacked the support 
that an intentional community can offer. The first 

two months of St. Therese have not been what I 
expected, but God has revealed to me more beauty  
in community life than I thought possible.

In the first couple of weeks, I encountered a few 
conflicts between myself and other members of the 
community. I was concerned because I had always 
imagined that Catholic community life would be 

‘perfect’ because we 
were all pursuing the 
Lord. When this wasn’t 
the case, I took it to 
Morning Prayer. In this time, the Lord invited me to a 
deeper understanding of love – a sacrificial love. I 
saw that each community member is committed 
to loving me as Christ loves me and that I am 
committed as well. All are called to die to self 
and to love the other person. As Gale Sayers 
puts it, “I am third”. 

Through this, I realized that the St. Therese 
community is beautiful and God-ordained since we 
are all growing in our relationships with God. The pursuit 
of the Lord is completed in seeing God in each other.

CYANDRA CORNISH
   — First-Year Student

[ Luke Montpetit, Aidan Powell and Sebastian Aguilar. ]“Crafternoon” in the downstairs art room. LEFT: Emma Bullock, Chloe Ruus, 
Jillian Callbeck and Iliana Airey; BACK: André Fillion, Aidan Powell, Cyandra 
Cornish, Peter Lee and Juliana Kautz; RIGHT:  Felicity Dean, Hannah Timmons, 
Laura Parsons, Kate Lashyn, Lauren Lashyn and Robert Boulet.
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JULIANNA KAUTZ 
  — Second-Year Student

“For in the soul of this young man there dwelt… a certain 
innate and natural love of Christ.” I was walking back 
from class and read this quote by St. Bonaventure about 
St. Francis of Assisi. My heart stirred and something clicked. 

I was raised Catholic and taught to go to Mass, fast during 
Lent, pray the rosary, read the Bible, and so on. I swung out 
in a bit of a rebellious phase in my high school years, but 
then had my conversion, and grew to fear my ability to sin. 
In response to this fear, I chose a rather rigorous lifestyle 
for myself; I saw rigour as the only thing that could keep 
trouble at bay. Essentially, I did not trust God to protect me! 

When I encountered this quote, I realized that I was not 
living as a Catholic – despite my discipline, I did not love 
Christ. In my time at St. Therese, I have come to encounter 
him as a person, as a man, as God, given up for me, waiting 
for me. The rigorous and outward expressions fell away, 
and I began to recognize the One who loved me first in 
myself and others. Each day, I am learning to trust and love 
him more and more.

] Laura Parsons, Hannah Vaughan-Farrell and Juliana Kautz, enjoying slushies dropped off for the students by a local supporter.
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TOP: Kalista Nugent and Andrea Bator at Mount Carmel, SK.

UPPER-MID: Jordan Sylvain, Iliana Nikolic, Josceline Florizone 
and Jozef Reichel playing a round of dodge ball in the  
St. Therese gym.

LOWER-MID: Mandy Paul singing during Mass.

BOTTOM: Bishop Mark Hagemoen offering Mass in the 
St. Therese Chapel on the Feast Day of St. Thérèse of 
Lisieux (Oct. 1).



When I first visited St. 
Therese, I encountered 
something beautiful 
and it pierced me 
to the heart. The 
community showed a 
great, genuine love and 
respect for each other, 
impacting me for life. 
Three years later, as an 
Apostolic Year Student, 
I encounter this same great 
love on a daily basis.

This year, amongst dealing with a 
Covid outbreak on campus, I was very 
unsure about how to feel, let alone how 
the rest of the year would go. “Would we 
even have a community this year?” I thought. 
However, whether we were isolating on campus, at 
our homes, or in field houses, I still saw that same 

great love– and more alive 
than ever. Students met over 

Zoom, or outside when it was 
possible, and shared their joys with 

each other amongst their struggles. 

Despite being physically divided, I saw 
the community growing closer and closer. As 

God often does, He gave us a grace in disguise 
to unite us all, and it ironically has been one of the 
biggest, strangest blessings of my year so far.

ZACH LUNGHAMMER
  — STAY (Third-Year) Student

PETER LEE
  — Second-Year Student

At St. Therese, one of the things I’ve been 
constantly amazed by is the unity of the student 
community. This can happen in small ways - the goal 
of finishing an assignment on time, of having a good 
time while doing the chores, of playing a sport well. 
Above all, however, every student is intentionally 
committed to the foundational pursuit of Christ, to 
encounter Christ. It is a blessing to see the growth in 
each person, individually and in the community.

This October, our sense of unity was particularly 
tested. Many students went home for the month 
while St. Therese was considered a COVID 
outbreak site. With the community split at such an 
early point in the year, there was much worry that 

we’d find it challenging 
to integrate once we did 

all come back together. 
With much encouragement 

from Jim, the Director of 
Formation, and from each 

community member, we 
placed our hope in Christ. We 

faced the events with confidence in God while all 
the while doing our best to thrive. 

The community teaches me to hope in Christ. United 
in this hope, all find the space to keep moving 
forward in hope and love. I look forward to seeing 
what Christ has in store for all of us.

[ Alain-Marie Rodrigue, Vincent Dubé, Peter Lee and Sebastián Aguilar. ] Zachary Lunghamer leaps into a freshly raked pile of leafs; with Katrina 
Bourke, Robert Boulet, Luc Montpetit, Megan Hoyteniuk and Mandy Paul.
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CATHOLIC NINE-MONTH FORMATION PROGRAM
www.StTherese.ca/ApplyToday

FORMATION & COMMUNITY
LEARN • PRAY • LIVE • PLAY • GROW • DISCOVER • BELONG

"What Are You Looking For?"John 1:38

In the world of 2021, it’s hard to know who’s right and 
who’s wrong, what’s true and what’s not. And in the 

midst of all this confusion, and sometimes anger, how 
do we cultivate unity?

A phrase that’s come back to me frequently these days 
is an old saying by Jim, the Director of Formation, which 
goes: “Keep the main thing, the main thing.” When I 
find myself up against a million unknowns and dozens 
of opinions, with a handful of humanity on the side, this 
is the phrase that comes back to me. What is the main 
thing that God is calling me to focus on in this specific 
circumstance, relationship or encounter? Every situation 
requires its own discernment of “the main thing.” 

But I’ve noticed a pattern. 

While the world around me might be swimming in a 
pool of grey uncertainty, fostering unity through the 
pursuit of “the main thing,” is often black and white.

I say this because what the Lord asks of us is simple: 
“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
and with all your soul, and with all your mind, and with 
all your strength,” and “You shall love your neighbor as 
yourself (Mark 12:30-32).”  These two commandments 
are the most important “main thing.” They come first 
before opinions on medical theories, before political 
allegiances, and even before the sharing of the 
Gospel message. 

If you desire unity, you must labor for it. You must work to 
establish a foundation of Christ-like love everywhere in 
the world. This applies to everyone, even to people you 
find annoying or have no time for. 

So, when a stranger on the bus won’t stop yelling 
about that thing you hate or a family member does 
that other thing for the tenth time… keep the main 
thing, the main thing.

Remembering the Remembering the 
Main ThingMain Thing

EMILY PRICE
  Teacher and 
  Outdoor Enthusiast

0 Emily Price. Photo by Brian Doran via Facebook; modified.

FEATURED ALUMNIThis issue’s



When the theme of this magazine, “may they be 
one”, was announced, I was enthusiastic, but 

quickly became deeply challenged. Inside my heart, 
I sense a weariness and a wariness. Weary – this 
year has been emotionally and mentally strenuous, 
in dealing with growing polarizations. Wary – I am 
tempted by a cynical attitude, wanting to be rid of 
the issues we face, but also to be rid of problematic 
people. In the words of Jean Paul Sartre, I am tempted 
to believe that “the other is my hell.”

Yet, St. Paul writes: “Live in harmony with one another; 
do not be haughty, but associate with the lowly, never 
be conceited” (Rom 12:16). Haughtiness—superiority 
over others—and harmony are opposed. Like oil and 
water, they don’t mix. 

Paul also reminds me not to judge a member of the 
body of Christ: “The eye cannot say to the hand, ‘I 
have no need of you,’ nor again the head to the feet ‘I 
have no need of you.’ On the contrary … those parts of 
the body which we think less honorable we invest with 
the greater honor” (1 Cor 12:21-24). Because we are 
always dependent on others, directly or indirectly, we 
are blind when we say “I have no need”.

Rather than reject persons on basis of opinion, Paul 
exhorts to the Galatians to patience. “Brethren, if a 
man is overtaken in any trespass, you who are spiritual 
should restore him in a spirit of gentleness. Look to 
yourself, lest you too be tempted. Bear one another’s 
burdens, and so fulfill the law of Christ.” (Gal 6:1-2). This 
could equally apply to people we find irksome.

Bearing the burden of the other suggests 
a distinction in pursuing unity amongst 
the brethren. Before we pursue a Unity 
of Mind, an agreement of opinion, 
perhaps it is a Unity of Heart we ought 
to re-discover. This is to see the other as 
a person in need of grace, rather than a 
problem to be solved and done with.

This distinction is quite challenging. In 
the words of Catherine Doherty, it asks us to “fold the 
wings of the intellect” and to “open the doors of our 
hearts” to Christ and others. 

Yet, our hearts are precisely what we want to protect 
and keep hidden in these times. Getting hurt seems to 
be inevitable if we reveal ourselves. Though boundaries 
may be necessary at times, Christ’s bloodied body 
on the cross beckons to me. Being willing to suffer is 
central to a Unity of Heart.

Finishing this article, I can’t help but feel like I’ve done 
an examination of conscience. I realize I am divided, 
but hopeful in God’s grace. Maybe self-examination is 
where we all can begin.

Being willing to bear the burden of the other is a key 
condition for restoring Unity in this world. This is to 
become a Simon of Cyrene to the Christ in others. Then, 
perhaps we can move from seeing the “other as my hell” 
to the “other as my Salvation”.

Bearing the Burden of Each Other 
NICK PIERLOT — Asst. Director of Formation

[ Simon of Cyrene helps Jesus carry the Cross. Fifth Station of the Cross, Lourdes  Photo by Tylwyth Eldar via wikimedia; licensed under CC MY-SA 4.0. 
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Being willing to bear the burden of the other is  
a key condition for restoring Unity in this world. 
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“St. Therese provided me with an 
opportunity to see myself through 
the Lord’s eyes and discover my 
truest desires! Through His help, I 
finally recognized what I wanted to 
do for a career and how I wanted 
to live out the rest of my life.”

Christina Denis (Class of 2020) 
Second Year Commerce Student, University of Saskatchewan

“Attending St. Therese built the 
foundation within me to come to 
know, love, and serve the Lord. I am 
forever grateful for that year and it 
having brought me to discern and 
continue pursuing priesthood.”
Deacon Serge Buisse (Class of 2014) 
Transitional Deaconate

“I have been so blessed to follow 
the Little Way while working on 
Parliament Hill. This career is 
often hectic, but the Little Way 
helps me be present to others 
while I strive to bring more love, 
joy, peace, hope, and consolation 
into the World.”

Dale Aalbers (Class of 2014) 
Assistant to Member of Parliament, Garnett Genuis

“The sense of identity and peace 
that I received through formation 
at St. Therese is something I carry 
into my everyday life. I could not 
do the work that I do without the 
knowledge that I am known and 
loved by God and that the small 
actions I take have inherent purpose 
when they are done with love.”

Hannah Chartier (Classes of 2017 & 2018) 
Homelessness Transition Worker, Siloam Mission; Married 
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Be a Pebble.

Make even bigger ripples — Become a Monthly Donor!
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Be a pebble and help create a ripple of goodness in your world. 
At St. Therese Institute, our mission is to form young adults to become disciples of Christ in the Little 
Way of St. Thérèse. These young men and women are formed in mind and heart to restore the world 
to Christ through word and witness. We invite you to help St. Therese Institute achieve this ripple of 

restoration by becoming a donor and supporting our mission. Together we can make waves.

Please lend your support using the included pre-addressed envelope,  
or donate securely online or by phone:

desktop-alt StTherese.ca/Donate      306.369.2555      PO Box 310, Bruno, SK, S0K 0S0



BACK ROW: Jozef Reichel* (Spirit River, AB), Ian Berube 
(Sherwood Park, AB), Jacob Anderson† (Battleford, 
SK), Jordan Sylvain (Girouxville, AB), Aidan Powell 
(Saskatoon, SK), Vincent Dubé (Winnipeg, MB), 
Zachary Lunghamer† (Leduc County, AB), Luc 
Montpetit (Bruno, SK), André Fillion* (Ste Anne, MB), 
Alain-Marie Rodrigue (Ottawa, ON), Peter Lee* (New 
Westminster, BC), Robert Boulet* (Ile des Chenes East, 
MB), Sebastián Aguilar* (Winnipeg, MB);

THIRD ROW:  Andréa Bator† (Grande Prairie, AB), 
Josceline Florizone (Lloydminster, AB), Rachel 
Vandermeer† (Woodstock, ON), Iliana Nikolic 
(Winnipeg, MB), Beth Connelly (Bruno, SK), 
Carolyne Perrault* (Beaumont, AB), Emily Bourke† 
(Spirit River, AB), Juliana Kautz* (Kleefeld, MB), 
Hannah Timmons* (New Waterford, NS),  
Sara Champagne* (Lorette, MB); 

SECOND ROW:  Mandy Paul (Calgary, AB), Brianne 
Vielfaure (Winnipeg, MB), Chloe Ruus (Ile des 
Chenes East, MB), Norah Hoyteniuk (withdrawn), 
Kate Lashyn (Saskatoon, SK), Cyandra Cornish 
(Regina, SK), Iliana Airey (Lethbridge, AB), 
Emma Bullock* (High Bluff, MB), Monica Henry 
(Woodstock, ON), Lauren Lashyn* (Saskatoon, 
SK), Felicity Dean (St. Paul, AB), Maggie Bekolay* 
(Devon, AB), Francis Van Uden* (Lethbridge, AB);

FRONT ROW:  Gabi Achtem (Kelowna, BC), Jillian 
Callbeck* (St. Albert, AB), Taryn Edmond 
(Orangeville, ON), Hannah Vaughan-Farrell 
(Quesnel, BC), Kalista Nugent† (Stonewall, MB), 
Naomi Bangura (Abbotsford, BC), Susannah Ulrich 
(Scott, SK), Katrina Bourke* (Spirit River, AB),  
Megan Hoyteniuk* (Vegreville, AB), Celyna Malo 
(St. Adolphe, MB), Laura Parsons (Wadena, SK)

* Second-Year Student
† Apostolic Year (Third-Year) Student

St. Therese is operating as a “single household” this year.

Class  2021-2022o 
f

Nine-Month Faith  
Formation Program
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650 Ursuline Ave.  /  PO Box 310
Bruno, SK   S0K 0S0

(306)369-2555   www.StTherese.ca
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